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Abstract:
The road to natural interfaces is still long and we are now witnessing an artificial
naturality. These interfaces are natural, in the sense they employ hand gestures, but
they are also artificial, because the system designer imposes the set of gestures. In this
talk we will explore together the benefits and issues of Natural User Interfaces.
/

Brief bio (in his own words):
Alessio Malizia is a Professor of UX Design at the University of Hertfordshire and a
distinguished speaker of the ACM (the international Association for Computer
Machinery); he lives in London but is a “global soul” and has been living in Italy, Spain
and US. He is the son of a blacksmith, but thereafter all pretensions of manual skills
end. Prof Malizia began his career as a bearded computer scientist at Sapienza –
University of Rome and then, after an industrial experience in IBM and Silicon
Graphics, moved on with a career in research. He was visiting researcher at the Xerox
PARC where he was appreciated for his skills in neural networks (Multilayer
Perceptrons) and as peanut butter and chocolate biscuits eater. He worked as Senior
Lecturer at Brunel University London and as Associate Professor (and Spanish tapas
aficionado) at the University Carlos III of Madrid.
Prof Malizia’s research and teaching interests focus on Human-Centred Systems. He is
interested in the design of Ubiquitous Interactive Systems with a special focus on the
End-User Development community. He is particularly interested in systems where the
physical and digital become seamlessly intertwined producing a new hybrid landscape
and the study of problems arising from designing such complex hybrid environments
involving collaboration of various disciplines and stakeholders. In his role at the School
of Creative Arts at University of Hertfordshire, he is keen to develop novel approaches
and attract funding for improving methods to design almost invisible interfaces
embedded in a physical environment naturally exploited by users’ innate interaction
modalities.

